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Abstract

A methodology is described that enables to use safety management audit assessments and safety culture questionnaire results for estimating
the reductions in the reliability of safety barriers in major hazard plants. The critical issue is the establishment of weight factors in combination
with the anchoring of “good” safety management. A method is proposed to derive weight factors from statistical accident analysis in
combination with a statistical analysis of safety management assessments at a representative sample of major hazard industries. A preliminary
set of weight factors is presented with some examples of resulting reductions in reliability—this demonstration confirms that the set of weight
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actors needs further development.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Major hazard industrial sites in the European Union, cov-
red by the so-called “Seveso-II” directive [1] are required to
emonstrate the implementation of a “Major Accident Pre-
ention Policy” (MAPP) and a safety management system.
he directive and its national implementations provide pre-
criptions and requirements for the elements that need to be
overed by the MAPP and the safety management system.
he directive also requires a risk analysis to be performed
nd documented, demonstrating the possible development of
ajor accidents and the likelihood of these accidents.
Until now, it has been difficult to discount the quality and

ffectiveness of safety management in the risk level of the
ndustry, let alone to show satisfactorily how this should be
ccounted for in the risk analysis.

One of the goals of the “ARAMIS” project was to include
he safety management efficiency in the risk assessment.
he methodology should in principle be suitable to be used
oth in the context of a quantitative risk assessment (where

risk is represented by contours of individual (fatality) risk
and/or societal risk) and a qualitative risk assessment (where
risk is represented by describing the consequences of a
series of representative accidents at distances from the major
hazard source). Depending on national implementations of
the “Seveso-II” directive, both methods are applied in the
European Union. However, it should be realized that safety
management focuses on prevention and mitigation of acci-
dents. Therefore, its efficiency can primarily be expressed
by how much the likelihood of major consequences can be
reduced, rather than by the absolute magnitude of the worst-
case consequences. In other words, even in a qualitative risk
assessment, considerations regarding probability need to be
included.

The approach adopted by ARAMIS follows the structure
from the I-RISK project [2]. This approach is based on the
assessment of safety indicators by using an audit procedure;
in the case of ARAMIS an additional indicator derived from
a safety culture evaluation is included. The audit procedure
is described in an accompanying paper [3], the safety culture
questionnaire is exemplified in Ref. [4].
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +45 4677 5165; fax: +45 4677 5199.
E-mail address: nijs.j.duijm@risoe.dk (N.J. Duijm).

These indicators are indirect indicators of a company’s
safety performance as compared to direct indicators that are
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based on the observation of (number of) actual incidents or
unintended events. Replacing any monitoring of direct indi-
cators by the present assessment approach is not suggested
in here, but indirect indicators are considered to be precursor
conditions for the unintended events, and direct indicators
may not, neither qualitatively nor quantitatively, be extra-
polated with respect to the prevention of major accidents.
Quantification of safety management assessments to estimate
a risk level of a given site is one goal, but it can also be a tool
to prioritise the development of the safety management sys-
tem and to focus on those safety management factors that,
for a given site, have the largest impact on the likelihood of
causing major accidents.

2. Previous work

There have been several attempts to link an assessment of
the quality of safety management to the expected frequency of
unwanted events, especially of Loss of Containment events.
A recent overview of approaches towards indicators of organ-
isational factors in relation to risk level can be found in Ref.
[5].1

The variation and uncertainty in generic Loss of Con-
tainment frequencies is large and several sources presenting
generic Loss of Containment frequencies suggest that for a
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addressing five management aspects (safety management
in general, competence of the personnel, work procedures,
emergency management and technical standards of the instal-
lation). The likelihood of events during release scenarios is
adjusted within the uncertainty interval of generic Loss of
Containment frequencies and failure rates, depending on the
type of event (mechanical failure, human error or mitigative
action). This approach assumes implicitly that the range of
Loss of Containment frequencies and failure rates as those
reported in, e.g., FRED [6] and COVO [12] originates from
differences in the safety management at the sites where the
information was collected. It is, however, doubtful that this
can be assumed for rare events like catastrophic failure of
tanks, where there are no multiple events at a single site within
a reasonable time span.

In the framework of developing the PRIMA tool, the dif-
ferences in accident rates and Loss of Containment events
were investigated [14] using data from earlier studies [15,16].
This investigation suggests that there exists a variation of two
orders of magnitude (the study reports values between 40 and
100) between “very best” and “very worst” performance with
respect to Loss of Containment events.

The PRIMA methodology [14] uses an audit that provides
discrete ratings on eight key audit areas, which originate from
this analysis of accident causation:
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pecific case, the analyst applies a qualitative assessment of
afety management in order to choose an adequate Loss of
ontainment frequency out of the available interval of fre-
uencies. Examples are the FRED database [6], where the
hoice of the failure rate of a pressure vessel within a range
f a factor of three may depend on the manufacturing pro-
edures and inspection schemes, and the “Purple Book” [7],
here the Loss of Containment frequency of similar equip-
ent may be decreased by a factor of 5 based on the design

ode or on other provisions that have “indisputable failure-
educing effect”.

A more formal approach was explored by MANAGER,
eveloped by DNV [8–11]. The results of a questionnaire-
ased audit give a single score or “modifying factor” (MF)
or the company on a scale from good–average–bad (where
verage relates to industry’s average performance) with cor-
esponding numerical values 0.1–1–100. The general failure
ates are multiplied with the modifying factor for a specific
lant. The numerical range was justified by the uncertainties
n failure rate data from the COVO-study [12]. In practice,
he variation between modified failure rates for “good” and
bad” companies appears to be half an order of magnitude
ower and one order of magnitude higher as compared to the
veraged, generic failure rates, respectively.

The Dutch authorities developed a tool for assessing acci-
ental releases to the environment, “Proteus” [13].2 This tool
ncludes a questionnaire (based on a previous tool “VERIS”)

1 Only available in Norwegian.
2 Only available in Dutch.
hazard review of design;
human factors review of maintenance;
checking and supervision of maintenance tasks;
routine inspection and maintenance;
human factors review of operations;
checking/supervision of construction and installation;
hazard review of operations;
checking/supervision of operations.

The ratings x(i) are rated −1, 0 or 1 for “poor”, “average”
nd “good” performances, respectively. Each key audit area
as an assigned weight, a(i), that differs for vessels, pipework
nd hoses and the modifying factor, MF, for the generic failure
ate becomes:

og(MF) =
8∑

i=1

a(i)x(i) (1)

s the sum over all a(i) is close to 1, this means that a maxi-
um variation of ±1 order of magnitude is obtained between

he “average” rated companies and the “worst” or “best” ones.
The MANAGER and PRIMA methodologies address a

ingle generic Loss of Containment failure rate. In contrast,
he I-RISK methodology tried to develop a more transparent
ay of modelling management influences on the technical

ystem [2]. Therefore, it links management factors, expressed
s “delivery systems” to a number of parameters that char-
cterise the events in the many fault trees that are generated
uring the quantified risk assessment (QRA). The idea is that
anagement provides (delivers) the conditions for maintain-

ng the integrity (both of human behaviour and hardware
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elements) of the safety-critical systems. The methodology
addresses general elements that are common for all delivery
systems (the process of maintaining safety policy and organ-
isation and the process of risk analysis and designing the risk
control and monitoring system) and eight specific elements:

- availability of personnel;
- commitment of personnel;
- competence of personnel;
- conflict resolution;
- interface and modifications;
- internal communication and coordination;
- procedures and plans;
- spares.

Even though I-RISK reduced the number of links by intro-
ducing “common mode” activities that control several of the
fault tree events at the same time, the resources for perform-
ing the assessment, analysis and audit are large and beyond
practical application. Likewise, there is not established a sat-
isfactory quantitative link between the audit assessment and
the event parameters.

The ARAMIS approach builds on the I-RISK methodol-
ogy, but tries to make the approach practical by changing the
link from delivery system to fault tree event to a link from
delivery system to types of safety barriers, where the different
t
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This as well as the distinction between 11 types of safety
barriers3 is described in the accompanying paper [3]. The
other input exists of the collective score from the safety
culture assessment S0 (see Ref. [4]). These ratings S are
expressed as a percentage, where 100% corresponds to opti-
mal performance.

The suggested direct coupling of the rating of safety man-
agement and safety culture to the barrier’s reliability is a
simplification of reality, but introduced because it is even
harder to quantify the “real” links in between, as indicated in
Fig. 1: In reality, deficiencies in the process of safety man-
agement will increase the likelihood of deficiencies in the
output of safety management (follow-up on training, main-
tenance planning). This in turn will increase the likelihood
of deficiencies in conditions for safe operation (competence
and maintenance) and finally increase the probability of fail-
ure on demand (PFD), the most obvious measure of barrier
reliability. The most important short-cut is that the present
methodology presumes that deficiencies in the process of
safety management are directly linked to deficiencies in the
performance of the safety barriers, while the actual causal
relationship is such that the deficiencies in the output of safety
management drive the probability of failures of the barriers
(see Fig. 1).

The safety barrier-oriented approach throughout the
ARAMIS methodology, see the accompanying paper [19],
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ypes reflect the characteristics of the events in the fault tree
or barrier diagram). The delivery systems in ARAMIS are
lightly different from I-RISK. The delivery systems and the
afety barrier typology are described in the accompanying
aper [3].

There are other approaches to relating safety management
o risk level, mainly developed for other domains (nuclear,
ransport and spacecraft). We only name here the work pro-
ess analysis model (WPAM) [17,18] that focuses on uncov-
ring dependencies between events assumed to be indepen-
ent in a technical assessment. By including the dependency
f the events, the final frequency of the top event is automat-
cally modified (to a higher frequency).

. Quantification procedure in ARAMIS

The input to the quantification process of management
nfluences on the safety level in ARAMIS comes from two
ssessments. One input is the result from the audit assessment
y means of seven ratings S1–S7 for the following safety
anagement delivery systems:

. manpower planning and availability;

. competence and suitability;

. commitment, compliance and conflict resolution;

. communication and coordination;

. procedures, rules and goals;

. hard/software purchase, build, interface, install;

. hard/software inspect, maintain, replace.
ims at applications both in a qualitative (or deterministic)
nd a quantitative risk assessment tradition. Therefore, the
pproach of international standard IEC 61511 [20] is applied,
here the reliability of instrumented safety barriers or layers
f protection is expressed by a safety integrity level (SIL).
he relation between SIL and the probability of failure on
emand is as follows:

SIL = 1: 10−1 < PFD ≤ 10−2;
SIL = 2: 10−2 < PFD ≤ 10−3;
SIL = 3: 10−3 < PFD ≤ 10−4;
SIL = 4: 10−4 < PFD ≤ 10−5.

So, SIL-values refer to intervals of PFD rather than
oint values: this representation of “uncertainty” or “fuzzi-
ess” is attractive, especially for qualitative risk assessment
pproaches. It should be noted, that the SIL classification
ot only relates to intervals of PFD, but also to qualitative
equirements on the (independence of) management of the
nstrumented systems. For non-instrumented systems (typi-
ally human action and behaviour), one often expresses SIL
n terms of “Level of Confidence”. In the remainder of this
aper we will refer to the reliability of any layer of protec-
ion by using Level of Confidence (LC), because we focus on

3 These types are: (1) permanent passive barriers for process control, (2) for
rocess safety, (3) temporary passive barriers, (4) permanent active barriers,
5) activated barriers with hardware on demand, (6) activated barriers with
utomated devices, (7) activated barriers manually handled, (8) activated
arriers with human action based on passive warning, (9) activated barriers
ssisted by software, (10) activated barriers based on procedures and (11)
ctivated barriers in emergency situations.
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Fig. 1. Assumed relationships between safety management quality, safety culture (SCQPI) and probability of failure on demand (PFD) of safety barriers.

the effect of management on PFD and not on the qualitative
requirements.

The design (also referred to as nominal or optimal) LC
should be allocated to the actually implemented barriers. The
design LC is based on historical or experimental failure data
in combination with specifications, e.g., inspection intervals.
The ARAMIS philosophy is that one cannot claim a better
reliability for a safety barrier than its design value. In other
words, good safety management cannot improve barrier reli-
ability, but bad safety management can very well deteriorate
it. This philosophy deviates from the approaches in PRIMA
and MANAGER, where the anchor point of the assessment is
the average safety management performance of industry. As
such it introduces some difficulties, such as how to anchor
“optimal” safety management, where “optimal” means suf-
ficiently good to guarantee the design LC over the lifetime
of the barrier, and that reliability data obtained from opera-
tional experience not (necessarily) represent the design LC
of the barrier. But the advantage of this philosophy is that
it includes a more objective description of the anchor point,
and it is in principle not sensitive to the (hopefully positive)
development of the average safety management performance
of industry.

As a consequence of using LC as the dimension for
expressing reliability, the a priori simplest model of express-
ing variation in the operational value of LC of a barrier (or
s
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m
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e
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Here, Si represents the final rating for the delivery corre-
sponding to structural element i including audit and safety
culture assessments, Bi,k represents an array of weight fac-
tors linking the importance of the delivery system i to the
barrier type5 k in question, with Bi,k ≥ 0 for all k and i.

One can question the appropriateness of this way of incor-
porating management influences on barrier reliability. Exist-
ing approaches (MANAGER and PRIMA) apply a linear
variation in the PFD, while the formula above describes an
exponential variation in the PFD. Change in human error
probability under influence of performing shaping factors
in the models HEART and NARA [21] is expressed by a
linear variation in the error probability. Also, for technical
systems, the expressions to derive the PFD from failure rate
data show that the PFD varies linearly with the time between
inspections, which is a factor expected to be closely related
to management performance. Still, one can argue that reli-
able, and therefore, more complex systems or actions may
be more sensitive to management influences, and therefore,
are reduced more strongly in PFD than barrier systems with
lower design reliability. This argument coincides with the
broader definition of safety integrity level to include qualita-
tive requirements, i.e., a deficiency in safety management is
likely to result in a (linear) reduction in the fulfilment of these
requirements. Therefore, we continue to use the expression
above, though this should be an issue for further considera-
t

4

m
t

afety barrier component4) of type k was thought to be a
inear variation between the design value for optimal safety

anagement and zero for “absent” safety management:

Coperational,k =
(

1 −
7∑

i=0

(1 − Si)Bi,k

)
LCdesign,k (2)

4 The probability of failure on demand of a barrier is approximately (rare
vent approximation) the sum of the probabilities of failure on demand of
he serial barrier components.
ion.

. Weight factors for safety management influence

The essential problem in expressing the influence of safety
anagement on safety barrier reliability is the determina-

ion of the set of influence weights Bi,k. One approach is to

5 ARAMIS distinguishes 11 types of barriers, see footnote 3.
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use expert elicitation. In the I-RISK project, expert elicita-
tions were done for maintenance [22]. In the present project,
questionnaires were distributed to selected experts in order
to obtain their ranking of influences of the aforementioned
seven management factors (delivery systems) for all 11 types
of safety barriers, that for practical reasons were reduced to
four categories:

1. Hardware barrier category: this category includes the bar-
rier types 1, 2, 4 (permanent barriers), 5 and 6 (active
hardware barriers);

2. Temporary barriers: including types 3 (temporary passive
barriers) and 8 (barriers based on warnings, e.g., donning
personal protection equipment);

3. Behavioural skill and rule based barriers: types 7, 9 and
10;

4. Behavioural knowledge based barriers: type 11.

The experts’ ranking of influence can be transferred to a
list of relative weight factors. The problem is that it is not
a priori known, whether the management influences explain
the total reliability completely or not. There are three possible
conditions; these conditions correspond with the value of the
sum of the weight factors:

If
∑7

i=0Bi,k = 1, all reliability is explained by the
(included) management factors. This unique situation will

F
d

minimum values. Although one can show that specific bar-
riers will not work at all under some conditions (e.g., safety
helmets if there is a general attitude not to don personal pro-
tective equipment), we should remind, that in the present
approach we adjust the reliability of types of barriers, not
of single, specific barriers.

The above-mentioned conditions are visualised in Fig. 2.

5. The use of accident causation statistics for
establishing management influence

The derivation of weighting factors for PRIMA [14,16]
is based on accident causation. The factors a(i) in formula
(1) are identical to the percentage of (exclusive) causes in
the set of accidents analysed. This means that for an “aver-
age” company with all ratings x(i) equal to 0, the expected
cause distribution for a Loss of Containment is assumed to be
equal to the distribution in the studied sample. The rationale
for using these percentages as weight factors is that bad per-
formance on one factor will increase, in absolute terms, the
number of accidents due to this factor and vice versa, good
performance cannot reduce the number of accidents to more
than those that are caused by this factor.

In principle, statistical accident–cause analysis provides
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be rare.
If
∑7

i=0Bi,k < 1, there is residual reliability, i.e., even
in case of very bad safety management, still LC > 0 and
PFD < 1. These barriers can be considered resilient to man-
agement failures; passive hardware barriers are probably
most resilient.
If
∑7

i=0Bi,k > 1, there are some factors that can reduce
the LC to zero (PFD = 1) even before all ratings reach the

ig. 2. Variation of the value for the operational LC depending on the con-
itions for the weight factors.
n estimate of the conditional probabilities P(Bi|A), where
is the event of an accident or failure on demand and Bi

he different causes. When those Bi correspond to manage-
ent factors, we are actually interested in the probability
(A|Bi), i.e., the likelihood of a failure under the knowledge

hat a deficiency in management factor Bi is a contributing
actor to the failure, and P(A|¬Bi), the likelihood of a fail-
re under the knowledge that there is no deficiency in this
anagement factor. The latter situation corresponds with the

ptimal or design situation in the ARAMIS philosophy, so
e are actually interested in the ratio P(A|Bi)

P(A|¬Bi)
, which would

e the modifying factor for management factor Bi.
According to Bayes’ theorem:

(A|Bi) = P(Bi|A)P(A)

P(Bi)
(3)

here P(A) is the generic failure rate as derived from an
average” industrial sample that includes examples of “good”
nd “bad” management, and P(Bi) the likelihood that there
s a deficiency in management factor Bi which could be a
ontributing factor to a failure, to be obtained from the same
ample or, if this is not possible, from a sample of companies
hat is representative for the sample that provided the failure
ate P(A). From (3) we derive the modification factor MFi:

Fi = P(A|Bi)

P(A|¬Bi)
= P(Bi|A)

1 − P(Bi|A)

1 − P(Bi)

P(Bi)
(4)

s can be seen from (3) and (4), the modification factor not
nly depends on the observed frequency of failures where the
anagement factor actually was a contributing factor, but also
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how often there is a deficiency in the management factor with
the potential to contribute to a failure, but without the fail-
ure happening. Formula (4) offers an opportunity to include
data from statistical accident analysis to obtain weight factors
for the safety management factors, but this needs additional
statistical information about the actual status of safety man-
agement in a sample of industrial sites, e.g., by performing
a series of audits. The studies that led to PRIMA actually
included these audit activities [14,16].

In case we assume that occurrences of deficiencies in
safety management factors are independent of each other
(which is a severe assumption—bad management will prob-
ably be apparent in different management factors), the modi-
fication factors can be multiplied with each other for the dif-
ferent factors. In case there are (known) correlations between
the occurrence of different deficiencies, the situation can best
be analysed using a Bayesian Belief Network.

6. A set of preliminary weight factors for the
ARAMIS approach

In the absence of results from the expert elicitation, weight
factors where derived from existing data. For the expert elic-
itation, the original 11 barrier types were grouped together
into four categories.6
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and the classifications used during the accident analysis. For
that reason, we restrict ourselves to using the pipework fail-
ure study, because the PRIMA audit methodology follows the
same modelling framework. From ref. [14] we have informa-
tion on results from audits of six representative plants. We
assume that a rating of “−1” corresponds to a deficiency in the
corresponding management factor (audit area). The results
for the factors that have our interest are listed in Table 3.
By combining these results with the fraction of accidents
caused by these factors (Table 2, last column) we obtain the
modifying factors for the failure rate of hardware barriers, as
included in Table 1 (fifth column). These modifying factors
are transferred to weight factors to be used by the ARAMIS
methodology, assuming a barrier with LC = 3 and assuming
that “deficiency” means an audit score of 40% on the deliv-
ery system in question (an audit score of 40% corresponds to
the audit judgement “under development, overall improve-
ment needed”). This preliminary exercise shows that even if
“design” and “maintenance” are equally often a contributing
factor to a failure, “design” is a more serious management fac-
tor, because relative to the number of deficiencies observed
in design, the number of failures is three times higher.

7. Example
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For the behavioural barriers, use has been made of
he overlap between the relevant management factors of
RAMIS and the error producing conditions as recognised
y the NARA database [21]. The correspondence between the
tems is shown in Table 1. The transition to the weight factors
ased on adjustment of LC values according to formula (2)
as been done by taking characteristic values of human error
robabilities for skill and rule based actions, and knowledge
ased actions, respectively. These values have been used for
he two respective barrier categories. For the temporary barri-
rs, the skill and rule based weight factors have been halved.

For hardware barriers, no such data are directly available,
o use has been made of the approach by using formula (4).
his requires results from a statistical accident or incident
nalysis. There are several published studies, but as both tax-
nomy, reporting procedures for accident notification, etc.
re quite different, the results are hardly comparable. Table 2
hows a comparison of a recent analysis using the US EPA
PM*Info database [23], and the data from the pipework

ailure analysis prior to the development of PRIMA [15]. A
ecent analysis from the European Union’s MARS database
ses a different taxonomy, where maintenance and construc-
ion/purchase/design issues cannot be distinguished [24]. The
roblem is evident: if the aforementioned approach is used,
here needs to be close agreement between the management
actors for which one wants to derive the modifying factors

6 See above, the categories are: (1) hardware barriers, (2) temporary
arriers, (3) behavioural skill and rule based barriers and (4) behavioural
nowledge based barriers.
During the ARAMIS project, a number of case studies
ere performed in order to test the approaches. The results

re summarised in Fig. 3. To demonstrate the effect of quan-
ification, the reduction in reliability (LC) of a barrier from
ach of the four categories is calculated, using the minimum,
verage and maximum values of the ratings found during
he case studies. One should note, that the audit is barrier-
riented, which means that there can be different ratings for
ifferent identified, representative barriers on specific site,

ig. 3. Summary of the results from the ARAMIS case studies, showing the
inimum, averaged and maximum ratings of the management factors.
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Table 1
Preliminary weight factors for the ARAMIS methodology

ARAMIS delivery system/
management factors

NARA EPC ID/NARA EPC
description

NARA EPC
affect

PRIMA audit area Modifying factor
(see text)

ARAMIS weight factor Bi,k

Barrier types

1, 2, 4, 5, 6
(hardware) (%)

3, 8 (temporary)
(%)

7, 9, 10 (behaviour
R/S) (%)

11 (behaviour K)
(%)

0 Safety culture 19 Low workforce morale or
adverse organisational
environment

2 0 8 15 25

1 Manpower planning and
availability

3 Time pressure 11 0 29 58 87

2 Competence and
suitability

2 Unfamiliarity, i.e., a
potentially important
situation which only occurs
infrequently or is novel

20 0 36 72 100

3 Commitment,
compliance and conflict
resolution

14 A conflict between
immediate and longterm
objectives

2.5 0 10 20 33

4 Communication and
coordination

6 Difficulties caused by poor
shift hand-over practices
and/or team coordination
problems or friction between
team members

10 0 25 50 83

5 Procedures, rules and
goals

12 Shortfalls in the quality of
information conveyed by
procedures

3 0 9 18 40

6 Hard/software purchase,
build, interface, install

Design + hazard study,
construction + task checking

6 43 22 0 0

7 Hard/software inspect,
maintain, replace

Maintenance + task checking and
routine checking

2 17 8 0 0
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Table 2
Comparison of two different statistical accident–cause analyses

Analysis of RPM*Info [23] Fraction contributing factor (%) Analysis of pipework failures [15] Fraction underlying cause (%)

Maintenance (equipment failure) 9 Maintenance 38.7

Process design failure (equipment failure) 4 Design 26.7

Unsuitable equipment (equipment failure) 4 Construction 10.3
Manufacture 2.4

The data from the RPM*Info database only includes the accidents where equipment failure was the direct cause.

Table 3
Observed fraction of deficient management factors observed among six
industries [14]

Audit areas Fraction observed deficiency (%)

Maintenance + task checking and
routine checking

25

Design + hazard study,
construction + task checking

8.3

depending on the level of detail during the audit. Of course,
one should use the rating that corresponds to the barrier in
question. (The results from the safety culture assessment are
generic.) The results are presented in Table 4. At first sight,
it seems that the weight factors based on the values from
the NARA error promoting conditions lead to strong reduc-
tions in the reliability of the behaviour-based safety barriers,
which does not seem to agree with the general level of the
audit assessments.

We can illustrate these results for a pressure relief valve.
According to Ref. [25], one can estimate the dangerous failure
rate for a pressure relief valve (PRV, unspecified type for this
example) to be 2 × 10−6 h−1. With a scheduled inspection
interval of 3 months, this corresponds to a PFD of 2.2 × 10−3

or a design LC of 2.7 (if we allow real numbers to express LC).
When we apply the multiplying factor of 0.88 for the mini-
mum score from Table 4, the operational LC would become
2.3, i.e., the PFD would rise to 4.6 × 10−3, twice as high as
the design value. If we allow LC to be expressed by whole
numbers only, the LC of the PRV would be 2 and remain
unchanged.

Table 4
Example of results of calculation of operational LC values, using case-study
assessments

Barrier category Multiplying factors to determine

H

T
B

B

8. Discussion and conclusions

This paper described the development of the methodology
to quantify the assessments of safety management and safety
culture.

For sake of simplicity, the project has adopted a method-
ology that focuses on reductions in the Level of Confidence.
The discussions in this paper show that a method based on
linear reductions of the probability of failure on demand are
perhaps better founded.

The main problem in the quantification is the establish-
ment of weight factors and the anchoring of “good” safety
management compared to a design level of the Level of
Confidence. Often, use is made of expert elicitation in com-
bination with findings from accident analysis. A method is
proposed to exploit the use of statistical accident analysis—it
is shown that such a method needs to include a statistical
analysis of the occurrence of deficiencies in safety man-
agement in the absence of accidents, i.e., two sources of
information are needed: the statistics of contributing fac-
tors to failure of barriers and statistics of audits and safety
culture evaluations from a sufficiently large representative
sample of major hazard industries. In both sets the same set
of contributing factors should be exploited, and a consistent
taxonomy need to be used, a factor that limits the possibil-
ity of using available datasets. It is shown that some safety
m
i
m

s
s

m
m
m
n
f

-

operational LC values

For minimum
score

For averaged
score

For maximum
score

ardware barrier 0.88 0.95 1 (no
reduction in
reliability)

emporary barriers 0.49 0.75 0.94
ehavioural skill and
rule based barriers

0.11 0.54 0.87

ehavioural knowledge
based barriers

0 (no reliability
left)

0.28 0.81
anagement factors, that appear equally often as a cause
n accidents, can have quite different importance in safety

anagement.
The use of the method is demonstrated using a preliminary

et of weight factors. From this example, it appears that the
et of weight factors need considerable improvement.

There are hesitations for introducing quantified safety
anagement evaluations in the risk assessment. The argu-
ent is that management is changing fast, so the risk assess-
ent – and the decisions on, e.g., land-use planning – would

ot be robust. We like to oppose to this argument for the
ollowing reasons:

Present risk assessments tend to be based on optimal,
design values for the safety integrity levels of safety bar-
riers. The inclusion of the safety management evaluation
leads to more conservative risk estimates, and as such the
results would actually be more robust with respect to future
conditions. Neglecting the safety management efficiency
means actually neglecting the possible degradation of the
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safety barriers under the presumably volatile safety man-
agement regimes.

- The process of safety management is the (only) element
that provides and indication about the expected future state
of the safety barriers, i.e., the future risk level. Accept-
ing a risk assessment that includes a safety management
evaluation gives the authorities a more explicit reference
for plant inspections—and enables the authorities to put
explicit requirements on specific items of safety manage-
ment.
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